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and LZ cause the wavelength of the TLD2 to be switched to L1' (1546 nm) and L2' (1542 nm) respectively. TLD2 drives the SOA2 that converts the payload signal onto the desired wavelength by cross-gain modulation. P1 converted to 1546 nm will be routed to the destination port. Fig 2(c) shows P1 at the destination port. P1 converted to 1542 nm will be dropped after AWGR. The switched data payload P1 goes to the data receiver for BER measurements. Here the switching with new labels L1 and L2 emulates the OLSR in Fig 1(a).

Packet by packet bit-error-rate measurements took place on the first hop fiber. On each fiber section, each packet is 600ns long with a 200ns guard time, thus each packet period is 800ns. The bit pattern was the pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) transmitted into the packets. The three curves in Fig. 3 are for the optical baseband back-to-back and the payload signals after one and two hop OLSR, respectively. The signal after one hop shows about 0.7 dB power penalty compared to the baseband payload signal. However, a negative power penalty about 0.2 dB at BER=10^-9 appears after 2 hop OLSR, which is mainly due to the 2R regeneration in the SOA-based MZI WDM and the increment of average power after two packet dropping. The eye diagrams of the switched payload are shown as the insets in Fig. 3. All eye diagrams show clear openings. The signal-to-noise ratio was higher for the second hop compared to the first hop due to the 2R regeneration of MZI WDM. Also the XGM based SOA wavelength converters invert the logic of the signal which leads to the change of the average power of signal. This results in a higher average power for the first hop. For the second hop the second XGM wavelength converter will invert the logic back to normal. For these reasons, the power received by the date receiver corresponds to different ratios of the real packet power for the 1-hop operation and the 2-hop operation. The combination of the 2R regeneration and the optical power change leads the negative power penalty for the 2-hop operation.

3. Summary
We have demonstrated for the first time, to our knowledge, the error-free multi-hop cascaded operation of an all-optical label routing system with optical label swapping. The experiment emulated optical packet switching through 2 hops in the network. Experimental results show regenerating optical label switching with label swapping and 2R packet regeneration. The two-hop routing OLSR system demonstrates negative power penalty of 0.2dB at BER=10^-9 for data packets.
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Optical Label Swapping and Packet Transmission Based on ASK/DPSK Orthogonal Modulation Format in IP-over-WDM Networks
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We demonstrate all-optical label swapping based on SOA, EAM, and HNLF for a two-level optically labeled packet using orthogonal ASK/DPSK modulation format. The ASK/DPSK signal is successfully transmitted over 80 km NZDSF.

1. Introduction
All-optical label switching is of increasing interest in future packet-switched WDM networks because individual packets can be switched through an optical network without having been converted from optical to electronic format [1]. Although the optical wavelength can serve as an optical label in the MPS scheme [1], a second level of optical label is still necessary for provisioning, maintaining, and restoring switched light-paths. This second level of optical label can be realized by sub-carrier modulation [2] or by an orthogonal modulation format combining amplitude shift keying (ASK) and differential phase shift keying (DPSK) modulation on a single carrier [3].

The structure of the optical label switching system for the ASK/DPSK packets is illustrated in Fig. 1. At the edge router the DPSK labels are added to the optical packets without modifying the ASK payload. The intermediate routers perform routing and forwarding operations within the local access networks or metropolitan networks by wavelength conversion and DPSK label swapping. However, at the core router, switching is based on larger granularity such as wavelength, therefore only wavelength switching is required but the DPSK label is preserved.

In this paper we demonstrate all-optical label swapping and packet transmission for a 10 Gbps ASK payload with 2.5 Gbps DPSK label. In the intermediate node, two-level optical label (wavelength label and DPSK label), are swapped using electroabsorption switches (EAM) or semi-conductor optical amplifiers (SOA), and in the core node the wavelength label is swapped while the DPSK label is entirely replicated through the four wave mixing (FWM) effect in a highly-nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The transmission properties of the ASK/DPSK packet over 50 km non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF) are investigated. The successful label swapping and transmission experiment clearly demonstrate the feasibility of this combined modulation format scheme.

2. Optical label processing/swapping
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The signal source is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (TC) working at 1552.5 nm. In the edge router, the optical carrier is first intensity modulated at 10 Gbps by a chirp-free Mach-Zehnder modulator. The DPSK label at 2.5 Gbps is then impressed on the signal carrier by the same modulator, thus making the optical packets ready for transmission. As we have reported before [4], a similar extinction ratio of -16 dB is obtained for the ASK payload is used in order to detect the DPSK label.

2.1 Intermediate node function: λ-label as well as DPSK label swapping
Both the λ-label and the DPSK label are swapped at the intermediate nodes so that an appropriate optical path can be built-up in the transmission fiber link. The DPSK label can be erased by an intensity-sensitive wavelength converter that copies the payload information onto a new wavelength while omitting the phase information of labels. In our experiment we erase the DPSK label by cross-gain modulation (XGM) based wavelength conversion. A narrow fiber Bragg grating is deployed directly after the SOA to overcome pattern dependence and to remove the frequency chirp [5]. Because the chirp induced by EAM-based wavelength conversion is negligible [6], the phase of the probe and pump signals is not affected in the wavelength conversion process. Therefore the DPSK label can be inserted by phase-modulating a new lightwave and then copying the phase shift through a cross-absorption modulation in an EAM. The SOA and the EAM used in our experiment were kindly provided by GIGA-Intel. At the receiver side, the ASK/DPSK packet is split into two parts after a 2dB coupler, so that the ASK payload and the DPSK label can be detected separately. The DPSK label is demodulated by a single delay fibre interferometer before direct detection. Fig. 2(a) shows the BER performance and the eye diagrams of the converted payload and the new label.
serving wavelength conversion of this ASK label, the DPSK label is simply replicated. To realize phase-preserving wavelength conversion of this ASK/DPSK modulated signal, interferometric devices based on cross-phase modulation (XPM) in SOAs cannot be applied. Therefore some transparent wavelength conversion scheme must be considered to maintain the phase information. Wavelength conversion employing the FWM process in an HNLF is deployed in our core node experiment because FWM wavelength conversion has advantages that include large spectral and dynamic range as well as strict bit rate and modulation format transparency [7].

The FWM process takes place in the 500 m long HNLF. The zero dispersion wavelength is 1553.6 nm and the dispersion slope is 0.022 ps/nm/km.

As shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c), when varying the power from 15 to 0 dBm, a large input power is found to be best for the payload, whereas an optimum point for the label detection is found to be 8 dBm as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). This can be

3. Transmission properties of ASK/DPSK packets

The transmission span consists of 80 km NZDSF and matching dispersion compensating module. A pre-compensation scheme is adopted due to its better performance than the post-compensation scheme for the ASK payload [4]. Both the payload and the label can be obtained error-free after 80 km transmission. The DPSK label shows a low power penalty of 0.5 dB. The receiver sensitivity of the payload after transmission is observed to be even enhanced by 0.7 dB compared to the back-to-back case, because the pulses are significantly broadened after the DCF due to the self phase modulation (SPM) but the following NZDSF acts on the chirped pulse to compress them to a width narrower than they were initially. The receiver sensitivities of the payload and the label as a function of the span input power are also measured, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). When varying the power from 15 to 0 dBm, a large input power is found to be best for the payload, whereas an optimum point for the label detection is found to be 8 dBm as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). This can be

Very clear and open eyes can be obtained for both the payload and the label after wavelength conversion and label insertion. Because of the influence of the ASK payload, we observe the splitting of the '0' level and '1' level for the demodulated DPSK label [4].

2.2 Core node function: λ-label swapping, DPSK label transparent!

In the core routers, a group of wavelength channels are converted to another group, i.e., only λ-label swapping is performed whereas the DPSK labels are simply replicated. To realize phase-preserving wavelength conversion of this ASK/DPSK modulated signal, interferometric devices based on cross-phase modulation (XPM) in SOAs cannot be applied. Therefore some transparent wavelength conversion scheme must be considered to maintain the phase information. Wavelength conversion employing the FWM process in an HNLF is deployed in our core node experiment because FWM wavelength conversion has advantages that include large spectral and dynamic range as well as strict bit rate and modulation format transparency [7].

The FWM process takes place in the 500 m long HNLF. The zero dispersion wavelength is 1553.6 nm and the dispersion slope is 0.022 ps/nm/km.

An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) with channel spacing of 200 GHz is used to filter out the converted signal. Fig. 2(b) shows the optical spectra of the FWM output from the HNLF and of the converted signal after the AWG. By changing the polarization state of the polarization controller and the input power level, a conversion efficiency of the FWM process of up to 15 dB could be achieved. The measured receiver power penalty of the label is < 1.6 dB. However, the power penalty of the payload is about 5 dB due to the relatively high bit rate and low extinction ratio. The converted label has clearly been enhanced by 0.7 dB compared to the back-to-back case.
explained by the fact that the large input power increases the cross-talk stemming from SPM and as a consequence will influence the DPSK label. Compared to our earlier experimental transmission over 50 km SMF the usage of N(10)DPSK provides a considerable improvement.

4. Conclusion
We have presented our new approach for optical label swapping based on SOA, EAM and HNLF for the two-level optically labelled packets using the ASK/DPSK modulation format, which is performed with the IST STOLAS (Switching Technologies for Optically Labeled Signals) project. The two-level optical label (L-label and DPSK label) can be selectively swapped depending on the network location. Error-free transmission of both payload and label has been demonstrated over an 80 km N(ZD)F dispersion compensated span.
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Multistage Architectures for Optical Packet Switching Using SOA-based Broadcast-and-Select Architectures
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Optical packet/burst switches can be scaled to high port counts using multi-stage architectures. To reduce the number of switching elements in SOA-based broadcast-and-select architectures, we deploy only a few stages while exploiting the WDM dimension.

1. Introduction
To satisfy the ever-lasing bandwidth hunger, (DW)WDM is adopted. Long-term strategies for optical networking, that will replace the currently predominant point-to-point systems, envisage Optical Packet Switching (OPS) and/or Optical Burst Switching (OBS) fully exploiting the potential of advanced optical switching technologies. The European research project DAVID [1] aims at presenting viable approaches towards OPS. It uses a broadcast-and-select switch based on SOAs [2].

This paper illustrates how OPS/OBS switches can be scaled to high port counts using a multistage architecture. Section 2 introduces the two most wide-spread node architectures for OPS/OBS and highlights the factors limiting scalability. In Section 3 we review the three-stage Clos architecture, and show how to eliminate a switching stage by using the WDM dimension through wavelength converters. In Section 4 we present a case study for the DAVID architecture showing the advantage of the two-stage architecture in terms of number of switching elements (SOA gates). Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Node architectures for OPS/OBS
The core functionality of an optical packet switch is to selectively transmit packets from a particular input port to a particular output port. "Port" implies a certain wavelength on a certain fibre. For "packet" switching, two fundamentally different approaches exist: one can either opt for fixed length, or rather variable length packets. The network can be operated in a time-slotted manner or an asynchronous one. For fixed length packets a time-division approach is taken for fixed length packets, whereas asynchronous operation is adopted for variable length packets. We reserve the term OPS for fixed-length packet switching using a slotted operation, whereas OBS clearly is a case of unsynchronized switching of variable length packets.

2.1. Switch fabric architectures
An optical packet switch from a generic viewpoint comprises three parts [3]: an input interface, a switching fabric, and an output interface. Two architectures dominate the OPS/OBS approaches presented in recent publications and research projects: (i) broadcast-and-select (B&S) architectures, (ii) Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) architectures.

B&S has been proposed in e.g. the European research projects KEOPS and DAVID. The architecture proposed by the latter is depicted in Figure 1 [2]. The first stage multiplexes different wavelengths into a single fibre, and jointly amplifies them to compensate for the subsequent power splitting stages. In each output wavelength, two switching stages are foreseen: the first selects one of the input fibres, and the second selects a single wavelength among the available ones. Advantages of B&S include that it is non-blocking, and that it can perform multicasting.

The optical switching technique based on an AWG is adopted by e.g. the WASPNET project, and the more recent STOLAS [4]. The wavelength of a signal offered at one of the AWG’s input ports determines via what output port it will leave: with Tunable Wavelength Converters (TWCs) at its inputs, an AWG can be used as a switching fabric. To construct a fabric for F fibres, each carrying W wavelengths, in principle the tunable wavelength converters have to range only over the W wavelengths in use. Unfortunately, the number of wavelengths permissible in each input wavelength, there is no guarantee that all packets can be forwarded to a certain output, even if we have to switch W (or less) packets to each of the output fibres. However, a non-blocking fabric is obtained with converters tunable over F×W wavelengths. In this case, additional converters (fixed output wavelengths) at the outputs are needed.

2.2. Scalability
Both the B&S and AWG architectures have limited scalability. The factor limiting the port count for the B&S architecture is the splitting ratio: each incoming signal is split in broadcast stage over each of the N×F×W output ports. For the AWG-based approach, the number of output ports is limited by the tunability range of the TWCs, which is limited as many wavelengths as there are output ports (N×F×W). A possible solution is the adoption of multistage architectures, as discussed in the next section.

3. Multistage architectures
In the last days of network engineering, Clos proposed a multistage architecture for large switches based on smaller building blocks [5]. A sketch of an N×N switching architecture using a three-stage Clos network is outlined in Figure 2. The three stages comprise (i) N×N switches of dimension n×k, (ii) k×k matrices (N/n)×(N/n), and (iii) N×N switches of size km. To be non-blocking, a lower bound on k is imposed: k2n−1. This minimal value can easily be determined as follows: consider a connection between input ports A and B. The worst case occurs when (i) all n−1 other ports of the first stage to which A belongs are already occupied and connected to some output ports via n−1 second stage switches; and (ii) the (n−1) remaining ports of the third stage with B also are occupied, coming from n−1 other intermediate stage switches. Therefore the switch needs at least (n−1)+(n−1)+1 connection points, hence k2n−1. Typically, it is convenient to set k2n. This boundary was determined by Clos for circuit-switched networks, implicitly assuming that connections cannot be rerouted among other (second stage) switches once they have been set up. Unlike Clos, we focus on OPS, operating in slotted mode. In this case, the bound for k is that of a rearrangeable non-blocking switch, which is considerably smaller, i.e., the problem of k−2n−1 is a well-known result from graph theory (the problem is equivalent to a graph coloring problem in a bipartite graph with degree n, which is n-colorable).

In case of OPS, all building block switch fabrics have symmetrical dimensions. If all wavelengths within a fibre may be considered equivalent, N